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Astronomy (from Greek: á¼€ÏƒÏ„Ï•Î¿Î½Î¿Î¼Î¯Î±) is a natural science that studies celestial objects and
phenomena.It applies mathematics, physics, and chemistry in an effort to explain the origin of those objects
and phenomena and their evolution.Objects of interest include planets, moons, stars, galaxies, and comets;
the phenomena also includes supernova explosions, gamma ray bursts, quasars ...
Astronomy - Wikipedia
Astronomical spectroscopy is the study of astronomy using the techniques of spectroscopy to measure the
spectrum of electromagnetic radiation, including visible light and radio, which radiates from stars and other
celestial objects. A stellar spectrum can reveal many properties of stars, such as their chemical composition,
temperature, density, mass, distance, luminosity, and relative motion ...
Astronomical spectroscopy - Wikipedia
The American Astronomical Society (AAS), established in 1899 and based in Washington, DC, is the major
organization of professional astronomers in North America.
The Astronomical Journal - IOPscience
AAS Statement on Arecibo Observatory. Adopted 2 February 2018. The American Astronomical Society
recognizes and applauds the resourcefulness and resilience of the staff of the National Astronomy and
Ionosphere Center, home to the Arecibo Observatory, in the wake of the devastation of Hurricane Maria,
even as budget uncertainty threatened future operations.
Society Resolutions | American Astronomical Society
Instructions to Authors 1 Overview 1.1 Scope 1.2 Paper types 1.3 Charges 2 Preparing a manuscript 2.1
LaTeX 2.2 Microsoft Word and other word processors
General_Instructions | Monthly Notices of the Royal
4 Starry Night Constellation Adventure is the perfect helper for your astronomy merit badge. It is sky
simulation software that lets you test your ideas, plan your observations, and print your own sky charts.
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